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Halong Bay

The hustle and bustle of Vietnam especially

HCMC and Hanoi can be overwhelming at

first - learning to cross the rode by stepping

out and letting scooters and cars glide around

you can be terrifying and exhilarating all in

the one breath.

Luckily if you like all, or part of your

adventure organised then there are many

different options you can choose from - some

that would not have been available a few

years ago. Emerging from Vietnam now are

different sorts of tours - ones that can

immerse you into the culture and way of life

that locals have experienced for thousands of

years.

I could not, in just a few paragraphs

give you a justified history of

Vietnam. So here is the condensed

version that will give you a peak into its

diversity and rich culture and where

this has emerged from.......

Vietnam is one of the most ancient

civilisations that we have on this earth,

there have been archeological findings

from over half a million years ago.

Proof that that they were one of the first

civilisations that practiced agriculture.

Without giving you to many dates and

dynasty names Vietnam was an inde-

pendent country for many years but

then had a series of

rulings by the Chinese and then the

Japanese. In the late 1700’s the

Vietnamese invited the French to come
and

help them protect their country - Louie

XVI agreed and so along they came

with their architecture, ideas and of

course pastries! They stayed peaceful-

ly for awhile and in the 1850’s decided

they

wanted the country for themselves.

Then until about 1945 where the

Japanese and a young Ho Chi Minh
man aged to gain support to seize the

country back and by 1954 the French

retreated but left some of their

legacies - like amazing baguettes

behind.

We have all

heard of what we call the Vietnam War

- in Vietnam its called The American

War & was fought from the mid 1960’s

to 30 April 1975 when the north took

control of Saigon. Vietnam was then

unified under a communist

government but remained impover-

ished and politically isolated. In 1986,

the government initiated a series of

economic and political

reforms which began Vietnam's path

towards integration into the world econ-

omy. By 2000 Vietnam had begun

opening itself up to the world and in

turn tourism. So now we are wel-

comed into a country that has so much

of its past embedded in every day life

and is excited to share it with you.

Vietnam what an amazing country full of a rich and ancient culture, exquisite

food, amazing sights, bargain shopping and something to suit everyone’s

imagination.

But where to start - should you fly to Ho Chi Minh City & work your way up

the country? Or go the other way from Hanoi down?

What should you see while you are there?

Can Vietnam cater for what you need from an adventure?

Come and take a look & learn a little about this exotic land that will draw you

back time and time again!

Vietnam is calling you and you have decided that

this is the place that you want to visit. First, let me

say, great choice - now you just have to decide do

you plan it all from home, fly in and wing it, take a

guided tour or go on a journey that will enrich your

experience and give you everything that you want.

Travelling solo or in a small group is easy in

Vietnam - the first tip I recommend is having a

transfer and a hotel booked for when you arrive.

Then you can plan out how you are going to get

around - there are definitely plenty of tour people

to help you!

Discover Vietnam, where the past  and present
co-exist  in  perfect  harmony.



Hanoi the gateway

to the north - the Old

Quarter is a labyrinth of

small streets appropriately

named according to their wares -

bamboo street, phone street, dentist

street, lolly street - you get the gist. Dividing

the old and the new is the serenity of the Hoan

Kiem Lake where you can visit the Temple of the Jade

Mountain. If you are lucky you might even get to see one

of the legendary turtles - a significant part of Vietnamese

mythology. There are many sights to see including the Temple of

Literature, a day trip to Ninh Bihn, an overnight trip to Halong Bay to

stay on a traditional junk or even use it as a stepping stone to visit the

mountain tribes in and around Sapa.

What ever you choose to do you will be drawn in by the

warmth of the people, the diversity of the culture and of

course the amazing food and shopping.

Where to start?? Here are some helpful websites to help

you with your planning:

The Vietnam Embassy Australia for visa information

and application forms:

http://www.vietnamembassy.org.au/

Trip Advisor Vietnam Forum:

http://www.tripadvisor.com.au/ShowForum-g293921-

i8432-Vietnam.html

Vietnam Lonely Planet is one of the early bibles of

travel with up to date information:

http://www.lonelyplanet.com/vietnam

For accommodation you can not go past, often you can

book and pay on arrival/departure:  Booking.com
In Hanoi we stay at the beautiful Essence Hotel:

http://www.essencehanoihotel.com/ (try their day spa its

pretty good)

In Ho Chi Minh City we usually choose a hotel in District

1 - there are plenty there If this is your first trip then

most hotels have access to guided tours, otherwise try

Sinh Cafe particularly in HCMC, their office is in District

1 in Den Tham Street, this is where their tours leave

from.

Amazing Food can be found all over but try KoTo
training restaurant in both HCMC and Hanoi - in Hanoi it

is right near the Temple of Literature
In Hoi An we stay at East West Villa -

http://www.eastwesthoianvillas.com/ I can not speak

more highly about this family run establishment.

In Hoi An we also use Phu Phu Tailors - 722 Hai Ba

Trung Street - please tell both of these that Liesel sent

you and you will get extra special service!

In HCMC I can highly recommend a Back of the Bike
Tour - choose a night food one - an exceptional night of

fun, laughter and amazing food:

http://backofthebiketours.com/

Transport - there are buses, trains and planes as well

as private cars that can get you from one place to

another - if you are flying book online with Vietnam

Airlines if you can, there are now some budget airlines

like VietJet but I can not comment on their safety

procedures.

Like all cities their are thieves and scammers, don't have

your money on show, keep it close to you, make use of

the safe in your room. Like at home if something isn’t

‘sitting right with you’ then it probably isn’t.

Are

you

ready to

step into a

kaleidoscope

of mayhem and

order all in the one

breath? Named after

the countries hero Ho Chi

Minh the founder of inde-

pendence. This is a city proud

of its heritage and how it is

integrating itself into a modern

metropolis while still keeping its rich

culture. Made up of 24 districts - Number

1 is the place to stay if you want restaurants,

shopping and markets. Hotels here are priced

from cheap $10US a night through to expensive

$200US plus. Restaurants are abundant as are tour

peddlers who will take you on a day trip to the Mekong

Delta or the ChuChi Tunnels - spend a day visiting the city

sights as well. I can highly recommend a Back of the Bike

Tour - particularly the night one where you will visit a number of

restaurants and try local foods all while being transported by some

competent drivers!



Styling
I cannot go past writing about Vietnam without

mentioning Hoi An - a beautiful seaside village that

is now a UNESCO World Heritage site. Meaning

peaceful meeting place it was a trading port used by

the Japanese, Chinese, Thai and Taiwan traders &

it became a hub of activity from the 10th century. The

Cham people became rich from the spice trade and

relished in their importance. You can visit My Son an

ancient Cham site that shows there architecture and

remains of an ancient way of life.

Now HoiAn is known for its emerging foodie scene,

beautiful lanterns and an array of tailors to make any

piece of clothing, handbag or shoes that your heart

desires.

There is nothing nicer than being measured up and

planning outfits that are made just for you. They aren’t

dirt cheap but they are reasonably priced - an

example of costs would be - 2 men’s suits, 4 shirts

all made to fit $450 AUD;

Or a cocktail dress and a pair of tailored pants $220

AUD;

Coats vary in price $40 to $80AUD fully lined, skirts

$30, dresses $50 - to much to choose from.

A large pair (size 10) women’s fabric shoes are $90

and a medium size kid leather handbag $110.

As you can see there is something to suit everyone’s

wants, with a reasonable price tag. They also have

lots of handbag and clothing shops that have pre

made stock that are also reasonable.





Vietnamese Cuisine
Vietnamese cuisine is a foodie delight and has an emerging reputation as one of the most healthiest cuisines in the world and it

features a combination of five fundamental tastes (ngũ vị) in the overall meal. Each Vietnamese dish has a distinctive flavor which

reflects one or more of these elements. Common ingredients include fish sauce, shrimp paste, soy sauce, rice, fresh herbs, and

fruits and vegetables. Vietnamese recipes use lemongrass, ginger, mint, Vietnamese mint, long coriander, Saigon cinnamon, bird's

eye chili, lime, and basil leaves. Traditional Vietnamese cooking is greatly admired for its fresh ingredients, minimal use of oil, and

reliance on herbs and vegetables with the balance between fresh herbs and meats and a selective use of spices to reach a fine

taste, Vietnamese food is perfectly balanced with salty, sour and sweet!

From Pho Soup, Banh Mi - pork in baguettes, prawns on sugarcane sticks, fresh and fried spring rolls, wonton's in Hoi An, white

rose dumplings, caramelised eggplant in a clay pot, banh xeo and chicken with lemongrass and chili - the list is endless.

Vietnamese food makes your heart sing with joy - each mouthful has elements of spicy, sour, sweet, bitter and salty.

Different regions of the country impacts the food, in the north there is influences from China with its stir-fries and noodle-based

soups. As you move south, there's more flavour-blending with nearby Thailand and Cambodia. The tropical climate down south also

sustains more rice paddies, coconut groves, jackfruit trees, and herb gardens. The food in southern Vietnam is typically sweeter:

sweeter broths for pho, more palm sugar used in savoury dishes, and those popular taffy-like coconut candies made with coconut

cream.

The flavours will leave you wanting more and each meal will be a dive into the delights that Vietnam has to offer the hungry traveller.
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